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The Childrens Illustrated Bible Selina Hastings
The life of Rosamond Lehmann was as romantic and harrowing as that of any of her fictional heroines. Her first novel, the shocking Dusty Answer, became wildly successful launching her career as a novelist and, just as her novels depicted the tempestuous lives of her heroines, Rosamond's personal life would be full of heartbreaking affairs and lost loves. Escaping from a disastrous early marriage Rosamond moved right into the heart of Bloomsbury society with Wogan Philipps. Later on she would embark on the most important love affair of her life, with the poet Cecil Day Lewis; nine years later he abandoned her for a young actress - a betrayal from
which she would never recover. Selina Hastings masterfully creates a portrait of a woman whose dramatic life, work and relationships criss-crossed the cultural, literary and political landscape of England in the middle of the twentieth century.
This loving ode to our shared humanity is the perfect introduction to conversations about identity and Anti-Racism.* "Will invite the book's audience to grapple with themes of individuality, diversity, universality, and what it means to be human." -- The Horn Book, starred review"Loved it." -- Jacqueline Woodson, former Ambassador of Young People’s Literature Presented as a thoughtful, poetic exchange between two characters -- who don't realize they are thinking and asking the very same questions -- this beautiful celebration of our humanity and diversity invites readers of all ages to imagine a world where there is no you or me, only we.If the first step
toward healing the world is to build bridges of empathy and celebrate rather than discriminate, Why Am I Me? helps foster a much-needed sense of connection, compassion, and love.
Let Your Kids See How Fun the Bible Can Be The Bible is far from boring, but sometimes it can feel that way to kids. Spark their excitement for God's Word with this craze-mazing collection of infographic spreads designed to make the Bible come alive for kids and adults alike. These colorful creations visually depict the key concepts, important people, and most unusual facts from the Bible in a new and exciting way. For instance, did you know? You'd need 6,377,966 soccer balls to fill up Noah's Ark. Paul travelled over 10,000 miles on his missionary journeys—the distance from New York City to Rio Grande at the tip of South America. There is a talking
donkey in the Bible. Roughly 3-4 million left Egypt during the Exodus. Imagine the entire city of Los Angeles leaving town and wandering in the desert for 40 years! The phrase "a leopard can't change its spots" comes from Jeremiah 13:23 In addition to the incredible infographics found throughout, you and your kids will love playing a Bible timeline board game that folds out from the middle of the book. This game will help your family see God's awesome plan from Genesis to Revelation! Instill in your kids a lifelong love of God and the Bible. And who knows? You might learn a thing or two yourself along the way.
More than 100 well-loved stories from the Old and New Testaments are featured in lively, full-color illustrations, easy-to-understand text, maps, photos, and more--designed to draw young readers to Christian scripture.
The Complete Illustrated Children's Bible
The Extraordinary Life of the 16th Earl of Huntingdon
365 Bible Stories
Creative Haven Elegant Angels Coloring Book
My First Handy Bible
An introduction to the Bible, A First Bible Story Book is perfect for young children. Thirteen specially selected stories from both the Old and New Testaments are retold through lively narrative that preserves all the mystery and wonder of the Bible, and beautiful, detailed illustrations bring the Bible characters and events to life. From "God Makes the World" to "The First Easter," the stories are perfect for reading aloud together.
A collection of over fifty stories from the Old and New Testaments, each followed by a "Faith to Grow" note to reinforce the key points from a Catholic perspective, a "Works of Praise" hands-on activity to reinforce the story's theme, and a prayer.
From the bestselling author of Jesus Calling® Embrace the true meaning of Joy with the young believers in your life in Sarah Young’s newest 365-day devotional, Jesus Always: 365 Devotions for Kids. In Sarah Young’s newest 365-day devotional for kids, Jesus Always: 365 Devotions for Kids, she focuses on the biblical teaching of the joy we can experience at any time and in all circumstances. With Scripture and new personal reflections, the #1
bestselling author brings Jesus’ message of joy—for today and every day—to children. Adapted from the bestselling Jesus Always, each day’s devotion has the same theme as the adult version, as well as written-out Scriptures. It is a great choice for families to read and discuss during devotional time together. Written as if Jesus Himself is speaking directly to the reader, Jesus Always: 365 Devotions for Kids will engage your children and help them
find lifelong true contentment and joy. Reaching out with joy-filled reminders from the Word of God, these devotions will intimately and gently connect your children with Jesus—the One who meets you where you are. Help your children draw near to Him in Jesus Always: 365 Devotions for Kids.
The newest edition to the top-selling Adventure series, this storybook Bible for kids ages 4-7 will start them on a journey of discovering about the Bible and growing with God as they grow up with the Adventure Bible, at every age and stage, beginning with the Bible Storybook and continuing on through age 12 with the NIV edition. At every twist and turn, the Adventure Bible Storybook is filled with—what else—ADVENTURE! Parents and loved ones can be
assured that children who read it will learn the main stories and themes from the Bible, but all within a fun, exciting theme of discovering, imagination, and suspense—everything you’d expect from a fantastic adventure. This storybook includes some lesser known stories that are particularly adventurous, such as Paul’s shipwreck on the island of Malta, and when the Israelites went to spy on the people of Canaan. The Adventure Bible Storybook was the
2009 Retailers Choice Award winner in the Children’s Nonfiction category.
The Jubilee Illustrated Family Bible
Jesus Always: 365 Devotions for Kids
JPS Illustrated Children's Bible
Pretty Pastel Style
Adventure Bible Storybook

Retaining the original feel and poetry of the Bible, an easy-to-understand retelling presents more than one hundred of the best-known stories from the Old and New Testaments, accompanied by photographs, maps, and illustrations. Reissue.
Bible that has been specifically designed for the Bible journaler. [€[ Twice the margin as a traditional journaling Bible! [€[ Spiral bound, so it lies flat and grows with all your entries! [€[ The first-ever square Bible, perfect for social media sharing![€[ Thicker paper than traditional Bibles means reduced bleed-through!
Parents and children will enjoy this story book that has 365 read-aloud stories from the Bible. And with over 100 illustrations, 'The Bedtime Bible Story Book' makes reading time a delightful learning experience.
Recounts Bible stories from the Old and New Testaments adapted from the New International Reader's Version of the Bible.
Classic Old and New Testament Stories Retold for the Young Reader, with Context Facts, Notes & Features
The Fight for Interracial Marriage
A Life
The Prayer of Jabez for Little Ones
The Beginner's Bible

Acclaimed storyteller and Jewish scholar Ellen Frankel has masterfully tailored 53 Bible stories that will both delight and educate today’s young readers. Using the 1985 JPS translation (NJPS) of the Hebrew Bible as her foundation, Frankel retains much of the Bible’s original wording and simple narrative style as she incorporates her own exceptional storytelling technique, free of personal interpretation or commentary. Included in the volume is an “Author’s Notebook,” in which Frankel shares with rabbis, parents, and educators the challenges she faced in translating and adapting these stories for children, such as how she deals
with adult language in the original Bible text and themes inappropriate for most young readers. With his enticing, full-page color illustrations of each Bible story, award-winning artist Avi Katz ignites readers’ imaginations. His brush captures the vivid personalities and many dramatic moments in this extraordinary collection.
The 365-series books are a unique product created keeping in mind the number of days we have in a year. Each book has 365 stories that will encourage children to read at least one story each day, inculcating in them the good habit of book reading. The series is aimed to awaken children towards moral values, cultivate religious beliefs and develop their knowledge of animals in the world. Children are sure to get hooked on the escapades summarized in a lucid manner.
Ten bible stories with simple text and bright art for toddlers and young children.
Includes stories from both the Old and New Testaments.
Bible Stories for Children
Timeless Children's Stories
The Golden Childrens Bible
A First Book of Jewish Bible Stories
Rosamond Lehmann
In The Red Earl Selina Hastings tells the extraordinary story of her father, Jack Hastings, 16th Earl of Huntingdon. In 1925, Hastings infuriated his ultra-conservative parents by turning his back on centuries of tradition to make a scandalous run-away marriage. With his beautiful Italian wife he then left England for the other side of the world, further enraging his family by determining on a career as a painter. The couple settled first in
Australia, then on the island of Moorea in the South Pacific. Here, they led an idyllic existence until a bizarre accident forced them to leave the tropics forever. En route back to England, they stopped for a year in California, where Hastings continued to paint while enjoying a glamorous social life with actors such as Charlie Chaplin and Douglas Fairbanks. While in San Francisco, Hastings met the great Mexican artist Diego Rivera, and persuaded him
to take him on as an assistant. For the next nearly four years he lived at close quarters with Rivera and with his wife, Frida Kahlo, first in San Francisco, then Detroit, and finally Mexico City. When eventually Hastings returned home it was to be faced with fighting on all fronts: in Spain during the Civil War; in England with his parents; and lastly with his wife, determined to keep him locked into a marriage from which by now he was desperate to
escape. This enthralling story, superbly well written, not only gives a new perspective on two of the 20th-century's greatest artists, Rivera and Kahlo, but also reveals in fascinating detail the private life of an aristocratic family of 100 years ago.
Based on original texts from the New International Version of the Bible. Explains key words, phrases, and concepts within each Bible story. With photographs of places and artifacts, together with maps, the Bible stories are set in their social, historical, and geographical context.
A tribute to the brave example of the Loving family describes how they were arrested in mid-20th-century Virginia for violating laws against interracial marriage and argued their case all the way to the Supreme Court, prompting a landmark civil rights triumph.
In The Little Bookroom, Eleanor Farjeon mischievously tilts our workaday world to reveal its wonders and follies. Her selection of her favorite stories describes powerful—and sometimes exceedingly silly—monarchs, and commoners who are every bit their match; musicians and dancers who live for aft rather than earthly reward; and a goldfish who wishes to “marry the Moon, surpass the Sun, and possess the World.”
Read and Learn Bible
Listen to Her Voice
A First Bible Story Book
Giants, Ninja Skills, a Talking Donkey, and What's the Deal with the Tabernacle?
Women of the Hebrew Bible

Beginning with God's creation of the world and continuing on with the introduction of Noah, Abraham, Joseph, Daniel, and Moses, an illustrated introduction to the Bible provides the groundwork for family discussions.
Retells thirteen Old Testament stories, including "The Creation," "Joseph and His Brothers," "King Solomon's Judgement," and "Jonah and the Great Fish."
A beautifully illustrated children's Bible for families to enjoy together. This collection of influential and inspiring stories from the Old and New Testaments helps children learn and interpret the messages and meanings of the Bible. Major events, including the Creation, the Nativity, and the Resurrection, are covered in depth and detail. The classic stories are retold in simple, accessible language for children, while beautiful illustrations bring the words to life. The book also introduces younger readers to sacred sites of religious significance, from
the peak of Mount Sinai to the shores of the Sea of Galilee. Colorful photographs and illustrations of key people and places, together with geographical maps of locations in the Bible, provide fresh insight and aid understanding. Important quotations from the King James Bible are included with useful references to chapter and verse. This family favorite is a perfect gift for children and a continuing source of learning to return to time and time again.
Lead your child into a lifetime love of the Bible with this colorful storybook. With nearly 300 beautiful two-page illustrations to capture even the youngest child's imagination and heart, this vast collection of the Bible's most-loved stories is just right for sharing together or reading alone throughout the day. The Complete Illustrated Children's Bible is the perfect picture and storybook for young ones and an ideal first reader your children will treasure.
365 Read-Aloud Bedtime Bible Stories
Illustrating Bible CSB Green
The Beginner's Bible for Toddlers
The Best-Loved Stories of the Old and New Testaments
The Little Bookroom

Shows how to use pastels to create feminine, colorful spaces, from suggested color combinations to furniture and lighting.
With an eye-catching cover that gleams with foil, this is the perfect baptism, birthday, Christmas, or Easter gift to start children on a lifelong journey towards a love of God's Word. Featuring the vibrant art and engaging text that parents trust and kids remember, and that has made The Beginner's Bible the bestselling Bible storybook of our time.
Colorists will find themselves captivated by these 31 exquisite illustrations. Set against gorgeously detailed backgrounds, the divine beauties are depicted in a variety of poses that range from flying through an enchanted landscape to sitting among a group of forest animals. Pages are perforated and printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Specially designed for experienced colorists, Angels and other Creative Haven adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce
stress.
The 250 Bible stories collected here include the most loved from both Old and New Testaments. Each spread includes a piece from the Classic Bible Art Collection specifically paired with the story straight from Scripture. The entire volume is tied together with beautiful backgrounds, offering the sense of an illuminated manuscript for today's discerning eyes. -- Amazon.com
Read with Me Bible
Kregel's Treasury of Illustrated Bible Stories
Epic
The Case for Loving
Why Am I Me?
This graphic novel-style Bible storybook contains 40 stories and life-application questions circling back to the one big story of Jesus and making biblical events more relevant for today's youth. Illustrations.
Timeless stories from the Bible for children and parents to share. Parents and children can deepen their understanding of the Bible by reading Bible stories together. The Read and Learn Bible features stories from the Old and New Testament including: Genesis, Noah and the Flood, Exodus, Daniel in the Lion's Den, The Story of Queen Esther, The Nativity, Jesus the Teacher, Jesus Comes to Jerusalem, and many more. Illustrated in full color with callouts to help deepen the meaning of the stories, and parent pages to help in
discussion, this is a Bible that children can share with their parents, and that parents will want to share with their children.
A lavishly illustrated retelling of the lives of eighteen women of the Hebrew Bible includes the stories of Deborah, the warrior prophetess; Tamar, the sacred prostitute; Esther, the savior queen; and others, all complemented by artwork by Chagall, Raphael, Blake, and other notable artists. Reprint. 10,000 first printing.
Introduces children to the components of the prayer of Jabez as found in 1 Chronicles as it explains how children can pray for God's blessing and protection.
The Red Earl
Bible Infographics for Kids
The Illustrated Jewish Bible for Children
Catholic Book of Bible Stories
My Very First Bible
Simple retellings of Bible stories from the Old and New Testaments, with simple questions at the end of each selection.
Accessible, lively stories hold the readers attention and give a uniquely broad and interesting insight into the world of both the Old and New Testaments.
Sold in more than 2 million copies! Translated into more than 45 languages! Now babies and toddlers can have their very own Bible! They will love to carry around this handy edition, beautifully illustrated and retold in simple sentences. Here are all the great Bible stories from Genesis to Revelation, all faithful to the original Scriptures.
This illustrated first Bible story book for children is a wonderful collection of 25 favourite Bible stories re-told for a young audience. Accounts from the Old Testament and parables from the New Testament are covered in a clear and accessible way. From Creation to Noah's Ark, each story is shown visually through detailed and fun illustrations. The Nativity story and the Easter story are written simply and are perfect to read aloud or alone. Throughout the book there are lots of
opportunities to keep children involved with questions and activities, as well as scripture references for older children to follow up. A wonderful first biblical book for children and families to treasure, making it the perfect christening gift for children everywhere.
The Children's Illustrated Bible
A Child's First Bible
The Story That Changed the World
Children's Illustrated Bible
A beautifully illustrated edition of the Bible, created especially for children. From the peak of Mount Sinai to the shores of the Sea of Galilee - Old and New Testament stories are brought to life with photographs and maps to put the stories in context. Perfect for sharing with your child or grandchild or for them to read and discover the Bible on their own.
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